Free exhibition seminars - Day 1 Wednesday 12 February
Theatre 1
10:15
10:45

Why an integrated
ecosystem drives
learning, performance
and engagement in the
workplace

5 practical ways to
embed a culture of
11:00
everyday learning at
scale – according to the
11:30
world’s fastest-growing
companies

Create, publish and
11:45
deliver an interactive VR
12:15 experience in 30 minutes

12:30 Leadership development
and digital transformation
13:00 with AI and MS teams

13:15
13:45

14:00
14:30

14:45
15:15

15:30
16:00

16:15
16:45

How AI is transforming
corporate language
learning

How programmatic
learning can help
organisations address
their growing skills gaps

Future of corporate
learning

How to drive business
results through a fully
integrated learning
ecosystem

Learning...not to forget

Theatre 2

Creating better outcomes
in a hybrid workforce

Learning experience
platforms: moving to a
culture of self-directed
learning

VR for training &
assessment: the top 7
things you need to know

The skills of the future:
2020 workplace learning
trends and predictions

Going from zero to hero
– the light-bulb moments
on Greystar’s journey
to creating a learning
culture

Theatre 3
Using soft skills training
to improve competitive
differentiators in the
service sector: Fuller’s
case study

Making your live on-site
trainings go remote

Why employee
development is central
to your organisation’s
success

The perfect storm for
L&D: skills, data and
personalisation!

Why viewers stop
watching your videos
& what you can do
about it

Buying a learning
management system:
Reskilling your workforce
How to confidently invest
with video
in an LMS to reach your
business’s learning goals

Wish you were here?

Calling all charities – is
compliance killing your
L&D brand?

Ditch the annual plan,
make the shift from
courses to resources

Quickly and easily create
immersive and gamified
training modules in
record time with the
authoring software VTS
Editor!

Virtual reality – how
to create virtual walk
through in minutes using
Adobe captivate

Personalising your
learning journey

Theatre 4

Theatre 5

How to build a consistent
Learning culture: the new
training system and
KPI for L&D
onboard new hires x2
times faster

thirst.io authoring tool
demo

What can L&D learn
from marketing?

What’s new and what’s
next in Articulate 360

How to make an
apprenticeship
awesome. Seriously!

How virtual & hybrid
classrooms are
transforming distance
learning

PwC Learning Lab –
applying learning science
to develop long term
skills

Microsoft teams as a
learning platform

Building a learning
platform

Nurturing a partnership
mindset

Talent 2025 – this time
it’s personal

How David Lloyd Clubs
got their learning in
shape

Chatbots in learning:
the Journey from idea to
product and beyond

Develop a learning
strategy to drive
business impact

Advancing learner
engagement to the next
level

LMS vs. ILT: why the
LMS fails when it comes
to instructor-led training
and what to do about It

Free exhibition seminars - Day 2 Thursday 13 February
Theatre 6

Agile video production
with PowerPoint

How going digital has
transformed learning
at Beyond Retro

Finalist of the best
international learning
project 2019

Moving from the LMS to
the real world. How to
incorporate learning into
the flow of work

Learning & talent
development for the
modern workforce

LMS to LXP – essential
steps to transform
workplace learning

At the coal face of
instructional design

Feedback driven learning
transformation

How language learning
transforms organizations, Teams and L&D: a match
made in heaven
saves money and
changes lives

Theatre 7

How to prove learning’s
impact today

Absorb Infuse: empower
learning everywhere‚
– directly in the flow
of work

Hacking the LMS
evaluation process:
strategies and
considerations for a
smooth selection

Learners as customers:
how modern sales
approaches can help you
drive value from learning
tech

The end of “one-sizefits-none”

The cost of language
barriers to your business

How to produce great
elearning content

Simplifying digital
transformation of
knowledge

The future of learning

Theatre 8

Don’t ignore the elephant
in the room

Connected learning:
social, data (and play!) in
the future of learning

How Avon’s digital
transformation of
learning is opening doors
for its people

Session delivered by
Litmos

The science of scalability
in enterprise learning

How combining video
with AI can create an
engaging and effective
learning experience

Learn like you live: how
disruption, purpose, and
technology will change
how the workforce learns

Creating an environment
to support a learning
culture

How to control the
cost and schedule for
multi-lingual versions of
learning content

Theatre 9

Learning tech is dead,
long live coaching tech

How do you engage
learners in compliance
training

The global perspective of
digital learning

Forget content – think
connections and
communities

The workplace learning
report 2020. New
decade. New demands.
New insights.

Localising video content:
top tips, tools and pitfalls

Theatre 10
How to harness the
power of your learner
feedback

What’s in the blend?
How learners learn today

Six inspiring ways to
enhance the learning
experience using data

L&D success story: how
LV= utilise technology to
automate learning

Artificial intelligence
(AI) & machine
learning (ML): practical
applications for talent
development

Educating peacekeepers:
how the United Nations
turns learning into action

Theatre 11
Strategies for supporting
the workforce of the
future

Personalised
recommendations
& developmental
managers

Data-driven learning as a
competitive advantage

Benefits of informal
learning technology
in sales enablement
delivery

Demo Zone 1
10:15 - 10:30
PwC learning lab – your
personalised platform
for smarter and faster
learning
10:40 - 10:55
Empower your subject
matter experts to
create engaging
microlearning using
netex learningCloud
11:05 - 11:20
Learning and talent
development for the
modern workforce
11:30 - 11:45
Putting your workforce
at the heart of your
e-learning strategy
11:55 - 12:10
AI without the
headaches –
personalised learning
with zero coding
12:20 - 12:35
Ignite: why learning in
the flow of work is a
game changer
12:45 - 13:00
Waves: using
campaigns to drive
learning

Transforming the learning
paradigm at the broad
institute using a social
learning environment

13:10 - 13:25
Personalising your
learning journey
13:35 - 13:50
The ‘just for me’
learning experience
platform

Personalised learning
experiences – how to
build them?

14:00 - 14:15
Try a new approach.
mLearn
14:25 - 14:40
Knowledge Officer’s
demo

Competency-based
learning – how to master
the “Learning Shift”?

The future of work: rise
above the machines

Imperial brands – how to
transform the culture of a
230-year institution

Learning in collaboration
with The National
Physical Laboratory

eLearning accessibility
tips, gotchas and
standards

Performance,
engagement and tech:
The future of workplace
productivity

Smartphones ready?
Support a continuous
learning culture with
user-generated video

Learning & development
at the point of work

14:50 - 15:05
Bringing learning to life
for the next generation
15:15 - 15:30
Collaboration at the
heart of learning
15:40 - 15:55
PwC digital fitness app
– improve your digital
awareness, knowledge
and mindset
16:05 - 16:20
Learning at the point of
performance

10 localisation problems
to overcome

16:30 - 16:45
Popcorn: showing your
team how we make
award-winning digital
learning

Demo Zone 2

Theatre 1

Theatre 2

10:15 - 10:30
Mind tools
10:40 - 10:55
Stop wasting time and
money building learner
Interfaces that don’t
work
11:05 - 11:20
Demo Zone by Litmos
11:30 - 11:45
THRIVE – next-gen
learning experience
platform
11:55 - 12:10
Fuel your business’s
growth with extended
enterprise training
12:20 - 12:35
gomo Learning: taking
the hassle out of your
authoring and delivery
needs
12:45 - 13:00
The Interactive eBook
13:10 - 13:25
How to build a culture
of continuous learning
& drive measurable
business results with
Fuse
13:35 - 13:50
How the workforce
learns
14:00 - 14:15
How intelligent
automation can
accelerate your
organisation’s learning
14:25 - 14:40
Using Kallidus Learn
to maximise learning
impact

10:15
10:45

5 ways a video library
can help overcome top
training challenges

Digital transformation of
11:00 learning: the professional
development imperative
for associations and
11:30
learning providers

Joining the micro11:45
learning dots: creating a
high impact experience
12:15
using bite size learning

12:30
13:00

13:15
13:45

Movement learning &
augmented LXP

Why an integrated
ecosystem drives
learning, performance
and engagement in the
workplace

14:00 The power of storytelling
– how to engage your
learners!
14:30

Video for Learning

The future belongs to
soft skills

Wish you were here?

Learn smarter, not
harder: learning design
for the new decade

Microlearning. After the
buzz – the reality

What does AI/ML have
to do with an engaging
learning experience?

Theatre 3
How to launch a global
training programme
in weeks rather than
months

Advancing learner
engagement to the next
level

Theatre 4
Why professional
development & fulfilment
are the new standard for
employee retention

Efficiently manage your
training projects with
Klaxoon

Top trends in L&D:
Insights from Europe’s Don’t ignore the elephant
in the room
biggest study into
learning attitudes at work

TeamViewer’s journey to
successfully training its
extended enterprise

How Assima accelerates
the digital transformation
of the largest hospital
organisation in Europe
with IBM Watson

Save time, save
money, save yourself
a headache: smooth
organization of your live
remote events

The skills perception gap

A great user experience
even when you have
multiple LMS’s in your
organisation

Six steps for making
your digital learning
more ‘Popcorn’

Theatre 5

Real-world examples of
personalized learning

The next decade in
learning: highlights from
the UK’s biggest learner
survey

Unleashing the power
of our people through
curiosity at Novartis

How to build a learning
content strategy from
scratch

Why you don’t need
to learn

Bringing learning to life
for the next generation

Theatre 6

The future of
collaborative learning

The cost of language
barriers to your business

Better ways to use
interactive video and
web-conferencing with
your LMS

The rise of the
high-impact
consumer-learner

Five ways to wellbeing in
learning culture

Skills booster games in
learning

Theatre 7
Benefits of informal
learning technology
in sales enablement
delivery

Coaching the modern
workforce in the gig
economy

Reskill your workforce
with learning in the flow
of work

Revolutionizing online
learning with remote
proctoring solutions

Accessing the power of
microlearning: harness
modern learning content
to maximise your
learning culture

How to kick-start online
training in 30 minutes
with iSpring

Theatre 8

Engaging the learner

The future of work: rise
above the machines

Modernize learning to
connect competencies,
business KPIs, and
coaching

How to win BIG!

The Interactive eBook

Tips for designing
effective tests and
exams

Theatre 9

Perk, not work: a new
era of digital learning

Theatre 10
Personal learning
journeys – what’s in it
for me?

Unlocking people
potential on a shoestring
budget

Performance,
engagement and tech:
The future of workplace
productivity

The Cognitive Science of
Instructional Design

Preparing for a flash-free
future: the skills nonlearning designers will
need to modernise old
content

Tips for building a
multi-lingual eLearning
course – a translation
perspective

Finalist of the best
international learning
project 2019

Learning in the video age
(4 rules for using video
for L&D effectively)

5 simple rules to
become an explanation
expert

Moodle Workplace:
Empowering your team
with a personalised and
collaborative learning
experience

Six inspiring ways to
enhance the learning
experience using data

Theatre 11
Design mindsets:
moving from front stage
to back stage

The three Cs of learning
and development:
contexts, catalysts and
collaboration

How AI is changing how
we design video learning

Microlearning and
gamification

How workplace learning
is changing and how
to keep up with the
changes

Voice of the customer:
Totara supporting
a plasterboard
manufacturing plant

14:50 - 15:05
Try a new approach.
mLearn
15:15 - 15:30
Let’s get Phygital!
15:40 - 15:55
Cybersecurity sorted
compliance game…the
fun way to make your
people your business’
first line of defence
16:05 - 16:20
Reach and engage your
desk-less workers with
StoryShare Learn
16:30 - 16:45
Total recall – how
we combine video
with AI to create an
unforgettable learning
experience

14:45
15:15

15:30
16:00

How do you engage
learners in compliance
training

How to launch a global
training programme
in weeks rather than
months

16:15
Blended learning for the
twenties
16:45

How to ensure your
teams are actually
learning

Wish you were here?

Conference keynote
video

Film smart – get more
with less

TamTamy, from digital
workplace to learning
experience platform

Conference keynote
video

Microsoft teams as a
learning platform

Simplifying your
workflow with
Articulate 360

Conference keynote
video

Naughty, but nice

The challenges of
managing a LMS

How language
learning transforms
organizations, saves
money and changes
lives

We come in peace – the
good stuff artificial
intelligence is bringing to
learning

Solving the learning
content management
challenge

The most useful data in
the world. Probably.

Employee experience:
science, soul and the
ROI

Tips to deploying a
global training program

Conference keynote
video

How Panasonic
humanised their L&D to
increase staff retention
by 26%

Use unique collaboration
spaces to enhance your
core content

How to simplify your
elearning localization
experience

What does incorporating
AI and analytics into
VR learning do?

We are not robots! We
are humans who do not
have a memory chip

Conference keynote
video

E-Learning
localization: advice and
considerations for global
audiences

LiveReview – efficiently
capture SME preference
in translations for
e-Learning

PwC – how to
implement a successful
VR/AR training
programme – the do’s
and don’ts

Decisions, decisions –
using interactive video
to create choice based
scenarios

Demo Zone 1
10:15 - 10:30
Innovating instructorled training: how to
automate & optimize
classroom training
operations with a
training management
system
10:40 - 10:55
Analytics for digital
learning

11:30 - 11:45
Kaplan’s competence
and confidence-based
diagnostic

11:05 - 11:20
Best practices on
making engaging
animated videos
11:30 - 11:45
A demonstration of the
powerful and highly
customisable LMS,
Totara Learn
11:55 - 12:10
Quickly and easily
create immersive
and gamified training
modules in record
time with the authoring
software VTS Editor!
12:20 - 12:35
Tackling the reskilling
challenge with
professional and
engaging programmes
12:45 - 13:00
Saffron eaSe – learning
on the job, in the
workflow, at the point
of need
13:10 - 13:25
Create a responsive
microlearning template
in 15 minutes
13:35 - 13:50
The future belongs to
soft skills
14:00 - 14:15
Moving from the LMS
to the real world. How
to incorporate learning
into the flow of work
14:25 - 14:40
Creating a training
video with camtasia –
start to finish
14:50 - 15:05
Demo Zone by
Hive Learning

Branching scenarios to
address specific needs

Conference keynote
video

Demo Zone 2
10:40 - 10:55
The 101 suite

15:15 - 15:30
Speexx digital language
training & testing for a
global workforce
15:40 - 15:55
Learning Pool’s Stream
LXP: encouraging a
culture of self-directed
learning
16:05 - 16:20
MicroLearn toolkit

11:05 - 11:20
LinkedIn Learning:
modern online learning
your organisation will
use, love, and apply

11:55 - 12:10
How to implement an
intelligent content reuse
strategy, with eXact
learning LCMS
12:20 - 12:35
Learning and
engagement
experiences that drive
transformative change
12:45 - 13:00
Rapid authoring using
quick start projects and
out-of-box interactions
13:10 - 13:25
See Articulate 360 in
action
13:35 - 13:50
Happier, healthier, more
productive – let’s make
health & safety more
engaging
14:00 - 14:15
Leadership essentials
– digitally enabled
frontline journey for
leaders
14:25 - 14:40
Learning and talent
development for the
modern workforce
14:50 - 15:05
KREDO – a
microlearning platform
created for efficiency
15:15 - 15:25
The next generation of
online learning

